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Police Brutality is a kind of wrong doing of the law enforcement or abiding the law for 
example in “jail”. Some other law enforcement abuses their authority for making some wrong 
doings and abusing the right of the people inside the jail. They command the people there by 
making some heavy work while punishing them. Also, police brutality is also like interrogating 
the subject by forcing them thru abuse them by making them suffer from there. Some of the law 
enforcement in the higher rank using their position to scare some people. They are going to 
target or have done something that abiding the law and some have them directly scare those 
people for them not to speak of what they have seen. For example in the military training, some 
officers that are so strict making their fellowmen in military training, giving a very hard tasks 
and if have mistake, they directly punish. There are many kinds of police brutality like when a 
subordinate is out line or stepping the rights of others. Police brutality and many law 
enforcement abuse rank to have their personal needs in life. He is not content. They hurt other 
like streets vendors. It is not allowed for the street vendors to sell in the street where it is off-
limit. So the authority hurt them if they catch the vendors in the off-limit and destroy the things 
that the vendor sells. Some law enforcement now have been connected to some illegal work by 
letting the drug dealer pass or let go. It is also police brutality because it did not abide the law. 
They are the one making the law but they are destructing it. They let go or punish some minor in 
drugs and they pick some girls for some fantasy fun. Even they are not on duty they let people 
see their uniform to scare them. They don’t realize that they are staining their profession as law 
enforcer. That is why some people don’t trust or respect them anymore. 


